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1a)
[GROUP A: Answer any 2 (two) of thefollowing questionsl

Run the Floyd-Warshull ulgorithm on the following weighted directed graph. Also show the matrix D(K)

and fI(K) that results for each iteration.

b) Define augmenting path. Write the extensions & applications of max flow.

u 2 a) Describe planar graph with example.

b) Three unfriendly neighbors use the same water, oil and treacle wells. In order to avoid meeting, they
wish to build non-crossing paths from each of their houses to each of the three wells" Can this be done?

c) Catculate the genus ot g(K).
d) Show that the graphs in the figure below are isomorphic, but their geometric dual are not isomorphic.
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3 a) Show how the following graph can be drawn in the plane without crossings.

5 s 7A
b) Solve the Chinese postman problem for the following weighted graph:

Show that K4jand the Petersen graph each has crossing number 2.

Draw complete graph of Genus 2 & 3.
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[GROUP B i Answer any 3 (three) of the following questionsl
4 a) Prove the following Theorem:

'Let G be a plane drawing of a connected planar graph, ancl let n, m and f denote respectively the number
of vertices, edges andfaces of G. Then n-m+1f :2.tt

b) Show that the dual of a wheel is a wheel.
c) Show that the graphs in following figure are isomorphic, but that their geometric duals are not

isomorphic.
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Define the following terms for directed graph with example: Strongly connected graph, Tournaments,
Orient able.
A game is played with a die by five people around a circular table. If the player with the die throws an
odd number, he passes the die to the player on his left; if he throws a 2 or 4, he passes it to the player on
his right; if he throws a 6, he keeps the die and throws again.
(i) Write down the corresponding transition matrix and its associated digraph.
(ii) Show that each state is persistent and aperiodic, and deduce that the corresponding Markov chain is
argotic.

c) Find the longest path from A to G in the network of following figure.
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6 a) Define the following terms for directed graph with example: Eulerian Digraph, Tournaments.
Show whether the following graph is orientable or not. Explain why?
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of D outdeg(v) = 4Prove that, A connected digraph is Eulerian if and onty if for each vertex v
indeg ( v )
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Suppose that three boys c, 6, c know four girls wt x, !; e as in following figure
ttoy girls kncswn t>jt bay
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(i) Draw the bipartite graph corresponding to this table of rerationships.
(ii) Find three different solutions of the corresponding marriage problem.
(iii) Check the marriage condition for this problem.
What is SDR? Consider S: {Ar, Az, As,Aa} with Ar = {a, b, c}, ,{2 = {b, d}, As = {a, b, d}, A4 = {b, d}.
Find all valid SDR's (system of distinct representatives)
Write down the hall marriage theorem 
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